Primary prevention of osteoporosis: mass screening scenario or prescreening with questionnaires? An economic perspective.
This study focuses on the controversy surrounding selective approaches to screen for osteoporosis. Seven screening approaches were compared in terms of cost-effectiveness and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios in a sample of 4035 postmenopausal women. Our results show that certain prescreening strategies are more efficient than DXA-based approaches. These results are of considerable value for health policy decision-makers and the scientific community. There is no general consensus on the most efficient strategy to use bone densitometry for osteoporosis screening. Two distinct approaches have progressively emerged: mass screening using DXA and prescreening strategies using user-friendly risk indices. This study was designed to compare the efficiency of these approaches. A database of 4035 medical records from postmenopausal women above 45 years was analyzed. In the first scenario, women were systematically referred to DXA if above 45, 50, or 65 years of age. The second scenario involved the validated prescreening tools SCORE, ORAI, OST, and OSIRIS and assessed two separate ways of handling their results (theoretical and pragmatic). The cost of a DXA test was set as the median Belgian value: 40.14 Euros. All strategies were compared in terms of cost exposed per osteoporotic patient detected and in terms of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios. In the systematic DXA strategies, the cost per patient detected ranged from 123 Euros when measuring all women >45 years of age to 91 Euros when focusing on women >65 years of age. The corresponding percentage of cases detected ranged from 100% (age > 45 years) to 50% (age > 65 years). When considering prescreening under the theoretical and pragmatic scenarios, the OSIRIS index provided the best efficiency, with costs of 74 Euros (theoretical) to 85 Euros (pragmatic) per case detected, followed by ORAI (75 Euros and 96 Euros), OST (84 Euros and 94 Euros), and SCORE (96 Euros and 103 Euros). The corresponding percentage of cases detected ranged from 89% (SCORE) to 75% (OSIRIS). The cost-effectiveness analysis showed that mass screening strategies over 50 and 65 years of age and using ORAI were best. Our study sets the grounds for considering, in a health economics perspective, prescreening tools as valuable, cost-effective, approaches to significantly reduce the economic burden of osteoporosis screening.